Introduction.
The problem of determining all finite groups which can be embedded in the multiplicative group of the nonzero elements of division rings was first proposed and partially solved in [6] by I. N. Herstein. It was shown there that the only finite subgroup of division rings of finite characteristic are cyclic, and that the subgroups of odd order of division rings of characteristic zero are of a very special type [6, Theorem 5] . In particular, the odd subgroups of the real quaternions are all cyclic. This brought I. N. Herstein to the conjecture that all odd subgroups of division rings are cyclic.
The purpose of the present paper is to determine completely all subgroups (of even and odd order) of division rings. These groups are classified in five classes connected in some way to the finite groups of rotations of the 3-Euclidean sphere. Among others we disprove the conjecture of Herstein and exhibit infinitely many finite subgroups of division rings of odd order. In particular the minimal order of an odd noncyclic group contained in a division ring is 63.
We say that a group G is without fixed points if G has a representation g->r" by matrices with the property that 1 is a characteristic root of the matrix r" if and only if g is the identity of G. These groups have been first studied by W. Burnside [4] and later by Vincent [9] and were almost completely determined by Zassenhaus in [8](x) . Establishing the fact that the subgroups of division rings are without fixed points, most of the results of [6] are an immediate consequence of [4] . In the present paper, we utilize the classification of the groups without fixed points as developed by Zassenhaus in [8] to determine the minimal algebras containing the respective types of the groups. Thus we are able to reduce our problem to determining conditions of the existence of certain division algebras. The latter is then completely solved by methods of class field theory. 2. A general result. Let ft* denote the multiplicative group of the nonzero elements of a division ring ft oi characteristic zero. Let Q be the rational field assumed to belong to the center of ft.
Let G he a finite subgroup of ft*. Put: V = V(G) = { zZ "iAi \aiCQ,AiCG}, and denote by Z the center of V. Clearly, V is a finite central division algebra of order u2 over Z. Our main purpose is to determine the structure of V over z. Theorem 1. If GQ®*, then G is group without fixed points (2) .
Indeed, V is a finite space over Z. The mapping g->Ya, where r" is the linear transformation of V defined by YBu=gu, m£17, is a representation of G, without fixed points. If ro has 1 as characteristic value, then (ro-1)m=0 for some u^O of V. This means that (g -l)u = 0. Since $ is without zero divisors it follows that g = l. q.e.d.
It follows now by [4] (see also [9, p. 123] ) that:
Theorem 2. If GCfi*, then G is one of the following types: (2A) All Sylow subgroups of G are cyclic.
(2B) The odd Sylow subgroups of G are cyclic and the even Sylow subgroup of G is a generalized quaternion group of order 2a+1, a = 2.
The generalized quaternion group of order 2a+1 is a group generated by two elements P, Q satisfying P^~X = Q\ (?4 = 1, QPQ-1 = P~1. The case a = 2 is the known quaternion group of order 8. Note that, in the general case, {P2"~ , Q) is a quaternion group. 3 . Gm,r groups. Let m, r be two relatively prime integers. Put: (3A) s = (r-1, m), t = m/s; « = the minimal integer satisfying r" = l (mod m).
Denote by Gm,r, a group generated by two elements A, B satisfying the relations (3B) Am = l;B" = A';BAB-1 = A'(i).
Remark 3.1. The order of the group Gm,r is g = mn and, clearly, the commutator G'mir= {A'\ and its center is {^4'}.
Theorem Z5(') is restated here in the form: Lemma 1. A group G is of type (2A) if and only if G^Gm,r where the numbers n, t, s satisfy: (3C) (», 0=1; and then (s, t)=l.
Theorem Z5 states only that (n, t) = l, but following the proof of that theorem, we show that («, 0=1 implies (s, t) =1. Indeed, if p\ (s, t), let p" be the highest power of p dividing s. Since p\ t it follows by (3A) that pa\ r -1, and pa+1\r -l. Now (n, 0=1 implies that p\n. Consequently, rn-1 is divisible by p" but not by pa+1. On the other hand pa+1\s-t=m and by (3A)
m\r" -l. Contradiction. We remark that t is necessarily an odd number. For, if 2 = 0(2), then m is even and, therefore, r = l (2) . Thus, by (3A), 5 = 0(2) which contradicts (5,0=1. (2) The definition of groups without fixed points, given in the introduction, has a geometric background. See e.g. [9, p. 117] . (3) For r = l, we put n = s = l and thus Gm.i is a cyclic group of order m.
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Lemma 2. A group Gm,t is of type (2B) if and only if the numbers of (3A)
satisfy:
(3D) n = 2n', m = 2"m', s = 2s', where a^2, m', s', n' are odd numbers;
(n, t)=(s, t)=2, and r=-1(2").
Clearly, if G is of type (2B) and 2a+1 the highest power of 2 dividing g = mn, then a + 1 = 3. Hence a=^2. Following the proof of Z5, one shows that if p\ (n, t) then {B"lp, A'Ip) generates an abelian group of type (p, p) modulo {-4'}. Since Gm,T is assumed to be of type (2B), this is possible only if p = 2. If it were (n, t) =1, then by the preceding lemma Gm,r is of type (2A) which is impossible. Thus 2e = (n, t). The only abelian subgroups of Gmir/{A'\ of order a power of 2 can be either cyclic or of the type (2, 2) , hence one readily verifies as before that 4j(w, /). Consequently, 2 = (n, t).
It follows, by Remark 3.1, that G'mj= {A'\ is of order t. On the other hand since G4,r3{7>}2(4), it follows that 2a_1|L r is odd since m=st is even. Thus (3A) implies that 5 = 0(2). « is also even and the highest power of 2 dividing g = mn=nst is 2a+1. It follows therefore that n = 2n', s = 2s', t = 2a~H' and hence m = 2am', where «', s', /', m' are odd numbers. In particular, this shows that 2| (s, t). Following the preceding proof one shows that (s, t) has no odd prime factors. Thus, we conclude that (s, t) = 2. The elements Bns/4, Am2~" clearly generate a 2-Sylow subgroup of Gm,r, hence BnsliAm2~a
.B-"'H=A-m2~a. This implies that m2-a(rn,,i+l) =0(m), i.e. rn,li=-l(2a).
Since ns/4 is odd, r= -1(2").
Conversely, let (3D) hold. Since g = nm, it follows as in the proof of Z5 that for primes p ?* 2 either p& \ ns or pP \ t, where pP is the highest power of p dividing g. In the first case, the cyclic subgroup {B} of Gm,r, which is of order ns, contains a cyclic ^-Sylow subgroup; and in the second case, {A } contains a cyclic p-Sylow subgroup of Gm,r. For p = 2, since r=-1 (2") one readily shows that [B"'14, Am2ra\ is a generalized quaternion subgroup of order 2a+1 of Gm.r-This completes the proof of the lemma. Lemma 3. A necessary and sufficient condition that a group G of type (2A) or (2B) have generators satisfying (3B) (i.e., =GOT,r) is that G contains a normal cyclic subgroup N such that G/N is cyclic.
If G has generators satisfying (3B) then clearly N = \A } satisfies the condition of the theorem.
To prove the converse, let A7 be a maximal normal cyclic subgroup of G such that G/N is cyclic. Let N= {A} and let G/N= {BN) he of order n.
Since N is normal, Am = l, BAB~1=Ar and B"=A', for some integers m, n, r, t. n is the minimal integer satisfying r" = l(m). For, if r' = l(m) and v<n then \B", A } =N' will form an abelian group and, clearly, a normal subgroup of G. Since N' is also of type (2A) or (2B) and abelian, all its Sylow subgroups are cyclic, hence it follows that N' is cyclic. This contradicts the maximality (l) In the notations of the definition following Theorem 2. of TV. We may assume that t\m, since by taking A" instead of A, where at+j3m = (m, t), one obtains another generator of N satisfying the preceding relation with I = (m, t) \ m. (Note, that r remains the same.) To complete the proof of (3A) it remains to show that st=m. Indeed A'=BAtB~1-ATt; hence t(r-l)=0(m) which implies that m/s=t'\t. On the other hand BA^B'1
Arl' -A1'■A{r~1H'. So that A'' belongs to the center of G. One readily verifies that {.4'} is the center of G, hence t\t'. Thus t = t'. q.e.d.
Notations.
(1) em will denote a fixed primitive rath root of unity.
(2) Qm will denote the cyclotomic field Q(em).
(3) a=<rr will stand for the automorphism of Q(em) determined by the mapping «m-»ej".
(4) Z = Zm,r will denote the invariant subfield of a of Cm.
(5) To comply with accepted notation we write €4=i = ( -1)1/2 and for this case o-_i=o-3=j is the conjugation in Cm. We shall use the letter/ to denote <r_i the conjugation in the general case. In this case Zm-X = %m is the real subfield of Qm. (6) Following the notations of [l, Theorem 9, p. 74], (Qm, ar, es) = 2Im,r will denote the cyclic algebra determined by the field Qm, the automorphism ar and the elements e". This algebra is well defined if e»£Zm which holds if s\m and s\r -1. In particular, this is valid if 5 is defined by (3A). We recall that if n is given by (3A) then 2lm,r is a central simple algebra of order n2 over Zm,r and its elements can be uniquely written in the form Yl-l a,o-*, a,dCm, o-=crr; and aa = aa' holds in 2lm,r for every adQmLemma 4. If Gro,rC$*, then Vmtr = V(Gm_r)=^im,r and the isomorphism is obtained by the correspondence: A<-+em, 5<->cr.
Clearly, the mapping A<^>em induces an isomorphism: f(A)*-*f(em) between the subfield Q(A) of $* and Qm = Q(em). One readily observes that the elements of Vm,T are of the form Y"-o f-(A)B', f,(A)dQ(A).
Hence, in view of (3B), the mapping Y*-o Me<n)a'*-*Y*-o f(A)B' determines a homomorphism of 2Im,r onto rVm.T. Since 2Im,r is simple and 1Jm,rs^0, this homomorphism is actually an isomorphism. Note that 2I",r is not uniquely determined, since there is a choice in choosing the primitive roots em and es. In fact, only e" affects the construction of 2lm,r and em does not play any role in the construction of 2Im," since only Q(em) is considered. Nevertheless, all these algebras will be isomorphic, but the isomorphisms involved are not over the center as usually dealt with in the theory of central division algebras.
If the converse holds, namely: if 2Im,r is a division algebra, then clearly {em, a} generate a Gm,f group. Thus: Theorem 3. A group Gm,r can be embedded in a division ring, if and only if 2Im,r is a division algebra; and then V(Gm.r)~^im,rRemark.
In the proof of this theorem and of the preceding lemma we have used only the definition of n and 5 in (3A) and no use was made of the requirements (3C) and (3D). It follows, therefore, by Theorem 2 that a necessary condition that 2lm,r is a division algebra is that the numbers m, r which yield the numbers n, s and t by (3A) will satisfy (3C) or (3D).
4. The algebra 2lm,r-The object of this section is to determine the conditions imposed on the numbers m, r so that 2lm,r be a division algebra.
To this we retain the notations of the preceding section and assume that m, r, n, t, s are integers satisfying (3A) and either (3C) or (3D).
Lemma 5. If 2l*,r = ((?(0> a, es) is a division algebra, then n\s.
Proof. It follows by [l, Theorem VI 12, p. 75 ] that A'm^(Q(em),a, 4) = (Q(*m), o", 1). The latter is known to be a matrix ring. On the other hand, since 2Im,r is a division algebra over an algebraic field of index n it follows by the Hasse-Brauer-Noether theorem (e.g. [2, Satz 7, p. 119] ) that its exponent is also n. Hence n\s.
We introduce some additional notations: J=Jq, for primes q\n will denote the cyclic extension Zm,rcygCf3m of degree q over Zm,r. G(KyZ), the Galois group of a normal extension A^ over Z. Qp, the £>-adic extension of the rational Q. Kj/Kj. will be used as a short notation to mean A^i is an extension of A^2, or "Kji over A^j," or similar phrases.
A^, the residue field of a field f^j^Qp, and a->d will denote the residue (padic) map of A^ onto A^.
Let p be a fixed prime dividing m. We put:
a=ap, where pa is the highest power of p dividing m. np, the minimal integer satisfying r"p = 1 (mp~a). vp, the minimal integer satisfying rVp = l(pa).
p=p,p, the minimal integer satisfying r^^p^^mp-") for some integer p.'. 8 = 8P, the minimal integer satisfying ps" = l(mp~a).
Generally:
y(mi, m2) denotes the minimal integer satisfying m\(""'m,) = 1 (m2). 8(mi, m2) denotes the highest power wf(m"m) dividing m2. Before proceeding with the problem we need two lemmas in number theory.
Lemma 6. Let q be a prime dividing n, then there exists at most one prime p\m for which q\np; and if: (1) p^2, then p\s and q\p -1; (2) p = 2, then q=p = 2 and (3D) holds. Furthermore, if for q = 2 such a p exists then (3C) implies that (1) holds and (3D) implies that p = 2 (i.e., (2) is valid).
Let m=p"1p2i ■ ■ ■ pp where pi are the different prime factors of m. Let Vi = vVi and ni = nVi, that is^.is the minimal integer satisfying r't = 1 (mod^>"<) and ni is the minimal integer for which rnt = l (mod mpt"'). One readily observes that ni=[vu • ■ • , Vi, • ■ ■ , Vk\ is the least common multiple of vi, ■ ■ • , Vi-i, Vi+i, • • • , Vk and that n= [«,-, vi\. Hence, if q\n and q\m it follows that q\vj for jj*i and q\Vi. Clearly, the last relation implies that q\nj ior jj^i since v\ nj for these/. This proves that there is at most one prime p for which q\nv.
Note that if p\s and: (1)^,^2 or pi = 2 but (3C) holds then Vi=l, but if (2) pi = 2 and (3D) holds then r, = 2. Indeed, one observes that under condition (1) it follows that if $"<|ra then pt*\s. Hence, r = l (modi) implies that r=T (mod p"i), i.e., v<=l. In case of (2), (3D) states that r=-1 (mod 2"«) and «i^2, hence p, = 2.
This immediately yields that if pi = p\m for which q\nv then in case (1) we have p\s, since q\vi=l.
This implies g|<. Now if (2) holds, then from q Vi = 2 it follows that q = 2. Let Vi=vp. Clearly vp\<p(pa) =pa~1(p -l); hence q vv implies that either q=p or q\p -l. Now in case (1) either p\(n, t) =2 or (n, t) =1, hence since q\n and />'/ it follows that q^p. Consequently, q\p -1. Clearly, this can not be trne if £ =2. This completes the proof of (1) and (2) of the lemma. In fact, this includes the proof of the rest also. Indeed, if q = 2 and (3C) holds then clearly case (2) of the lemma is impossible; it follows, therefore, that p9^2, and if (3D) holds then since v2 = 2 it follows by the uniqueness of the prime p for which 2\nv (equivalently 2\vpj for all pj^p) that p = 2 and, therefore, (2) of the lemma holds, q.e.d. Lemma 7 . Let x, y be two integers and let /3=/3(<7, x -1) = 1 (i.e., x=l (mod q)) and i3v = (q, y)=0 for a prime q. Then: (1) if qj^2 or /3 = 2 (i.e., x = l (mod 4) in case q = 2) then t3(q, x"-1) =/3-h8". (2) If q = 2 andfi = l then: /3" = 0 implies that f3(2, x*-l) = I,andt3y^l implies that (3(2, x"-l)=r3v+i + l where x = l+2+ -■ ■ +2<+2*'+2Xi, i^l.
The proof is by induction on j3". If /8,, = 0, let x = l+ql)z, (z, q) =1. Then, (l+g^z)I' = l+c7^yz-|-terms with higher powers of q, and this case is proved since (yz, q)=l. Let y=qy' = q^y", (y", q)=l, and p^l.
By induction it follows that X"' = l+qP+Pi/-1u, (u, q) =1. Hence,
The highest power of q dividing is v((i+(}y -1) + 1 if l^v<q and it is qffi+fly-l) if v = q. Hence, the exceptional case to the proof of this lemma may occur if q(fi+f5y-1) =l-(r3+t3v-l) + 1. Equivalently, (q-l)(/3+/3tf) =q. This may happen only if q = 2 and /3+/3" = 2. This proves the first part of the lemma.
To prove the second part it suffices to show it only for y = 2. For, if x is of the form given in the lemma then x2 = l+2'+2X2, (x2, 2)=1, by the case y = 2, and now one can apply the first part to obtain the general result. If y = 2, and x is of the given form, then x= -l+2i+1(l-r-2x1) = -l+2i+1v, where v is odd. Hence x2 = l+2*+2( -l+2%)t> = l+2'+2z>i and Vi is odd. q.e.d.
The case By = 0 is evident.
We recall some results of valuations of n cyclotomic fields and the rational field Q. Let p be a prime number, then to p corresponds a valuation of Q with its completion Qp. Let Gm = Q(em), then the different extensions of this valuation to correspond to the different embeddings of Qm into a composition QmQp. Since Qm is normal the latter is uniquely defined, within the algebraic closure of Qp. If m=pa, then QmQP/Qp is completely ramified with ramification number equal to <f>(p"). If (m, p) =1, QmQP/QP is unramified and (QmQP: Qp) =(GmQP: Qp) =f, where/ is defined above as the minimal integer satisfying pf=l(m).
Lemma 8. Let q, p be primes such that: q\n. Then: (1) Jq = J is the'unique extension of Z of degree q contained in Qm, and
The inertia field of QmQP/ZQp is 13 = ZQp(emp-a) ifp\m,and G(QmQv/'Xb)
The first part is evident. To prove (2) we first note that QmQv/ZQp is also cyclic with generating automorphism which is ax. Since QmQP = Qp(ep<*, fmp-"), <rx must be the first power of a which induces an automorphism of QP(ep") and QP(emp-<'). Now, (Qp(ep<'):QP) =(Q(ep°):Q) =<f>(pa), hence any automorphism of Q(ep<*)/Q can be raised to an automorphism of QP(ep")/Qp. Thus one has to consider only the automorphisms of Qp(emp-a)/QP. Since (p, mp~") =1, the latter is an unramified extension (see e.g. [2, Theorem IV 3, p. 64] ); hence its automorphisms are powers of the Frobenius automorphism 5 defined by: emp-«-*eliP-a. The minimal power «rx£{5} is clearly given by the minimal integer satisfying rx=px (mp~a) i.e. \=pp. The rest of (2) is well known.
Since 13 = ZQp(emp-<>) and (p, mp~")='l, one concludes as before that 'B/ZQp is unramified. On the other hand, CmQp = '5(ePa); hence QmQP/^ is complete and ramified (the proof of Theorem X 4, p. 217 [2] ). From these facts one readily concludes that 13 is the maximal unramified extension of ZQP in Qm.
The power of a which leaves ZQp(emp-<*) invariant is a"", since p\np, and as follows immediately by the definition of these numbers. Note that a"p is also the minimal power of a leaving emp-« invariant. The rest of (3) Combining (1) and (3) of the preceding lemma, it follows that q\np is equivalent to the fact that JQ'&r^Cm-The latter condition is the same as JQpQTS, which holds if and only if JQP/QP is unramified. Since q is prime, it follows that if q\np the extension JQP/QP must be totally ramified, and thus (2) is proved.
Note that under the conditions of (3) it follows by Lemma 6 that q\p -l.
Hence q\py -1. If q\np, JQP/ZQP is completely ramified and, therefore, if a = N(JQP/ZQp, b) then a = bq(ir), which proves the necessity of (3). To prove the sufficiency, let E denote the group of all units of JQP and N(E) be the group of all Norms (JQP/ZQP) of the elements of E. The residue class mapping maps E homomorphically onto E=JQP. By the necessity of (3), it follows that N(E) is mapped into £" the group of all gth powers of the elements of £. Hence the residue mapping induces a homomorphism of E/N(E) onto E/Eq. The latter is of order q since the order of £ is pv -1 and q\ph' -1. E/N(E) is by a fundamental result of class field theory, in our case, also of order q. Hence E/N(E)^E/Eq by the residue class mapping. Consequently, N(E) is exactly the set of elements which are mapped by the residue mapping onto gth powers, which proves (3). With the aid of the preceding lemmas, we are able to show Theorem 4. The algebra 2Im,r is a division algebra if and only either (3C) or (3D) holds and one of the following holds:
(1) n=s = 2 and r= -1 (mod m).
(2) For every q\ n there exists a prime p\ m such that q\np and that either (a) p*2, and (q, (p*'-l)/s)=l or, (b) p = q = 2, (3D) holds, and w/4 = S' = l (mod 2).
Proof. By the remark to Theorem 3 it follows that one has to consider only the case where (3C) or (3D) holds.
2Im,r= ((3n, a, 6. ) is a cyclic algebra of index n over an algebraic number field. Hence, in view of the Hasse-Brauer-Noether theorem (e.g. [5, Satz 7, p. 119] ), Am,T is a division algebra if and only if it is of exponent n. It follows, therefore, by [l, Theorem VII 19, p. 98 ] that A is a division algebra if and only if, for every q\ n, es^Norm (Ft/Z, xq). To determine the conditions for the element e, to be a norm we use Hasse's theorem which states, in our cyclic case, that an element is a norm globally if and only if it is a norm locally everywhere^). First consider the finite primes. These rise from primes of the rational field Q. If JQP/ZQP is unramified then since e, is a unit, it is always a norm [2, Theorem VII 2, p. 131]. By (3) of Lemma 8 and (3) of Lemma 9, one has to consider only primes p\ m and such that q\np. In view of Lemma 6, we have to consider separately the cases (1) p?*2 (which implies that (3C) holds) and (2) p=q = 2 and (3D) holds. Consider first case (1) . Here, by (3) of Lemma 9, e, = Norm (JQP/ZQP, x) if_and only if e, = b"(ir). In this case the nonzero element of the residue field JQP = ZQP is cyclic of degree ps' -l and, by Lemma 7, q\p -1, so that t{f'~v>,*='\.(ir). By Lemma 7, (s, p) = l, hence the last congruence can be replaced by an equality which implies that s\(ps'-l)/q.
The converse is also true, i.e. if s\(ps' -l)/q, then e,(!,s'-1)/« = 1, which in view of the fact that the multiplicative groups of JQP is cyclic of degree ph> -1, yields that e, = bq(ir). Thus, Lemma 9 yields e, = Norm (FQp/zQP, x).
This proves that e" is not a norm if and only if s\(py -l)/q. In the present case (s, p)=l, hence the fact e,CZQP implies that s\py -1. Consequently, the condition s\(py -l)/q is equivalent to (q, (pi' -l)/s)=l.
It remains now to consider case (2) where q=p = 2 and (3D) holds. In this case JQz = ZQ2(i), where i2 +1=0. Indeed, by (3D), r=-l(2«), where 2"
is the highest power of 2 dividing m. Since 2\n2 and M=Ma divides n2, r" = -1(2"), so that the effect of a" on e2" is the mapping e2"->e2a, in particular i-*-i. Hence, i£Z. J is by Lemma 8 the unique cyclic extension of degree 2 of Z contained in Qm; hence J = Z(i), and thus JQ2 = ZQ2(i)=ZQ2\JQ2(i).
Applying the translation theorem of class field theory one obtains that es=Norm (JQ2/ZQ2, b) if and only if Norm (ZQ2/Q2, e.) =Norm (Qi(i)/Qi, c) for some cCQt(i). In view of (3D), it follows that e,= -es> where s = 2s' and 5' is odd. Norm (Q2(e.,)/Q2, «,.) =e1/2+-+2"1 = ef\ where / = (&(«.'):&),
since Qi(e,')/Q2 is unramified. Since s' is odd, / is the minimal integer such that 2l = l(s'). Hence Norm (Qt(e,')/Qi, e"-)=l. Since e8-CZQ2, we obtain that Norm (ZQ2/Q2, e,) =( -l)<Z«i:««\ Here we have to distinguish between two cases one a=8(2, m)=2, and the second case a>2, i.e. m = 0(8). In the second case, Z contains the real subfield <r\ of Q(eia), since the effect of a on Q(e2a) is the conjugation. This proves that e, = Norm (FQ2/Q2, x) if and only if 8' is even. Consider now the infinite primes. In this case QmQ^/ZQx is ramified if and only if Z is isomorphic with a subfield of Q" i.e. with a real field. In the unramified case e, is, evidently, a norm. Since Z/Q is also normal the ramification is equivalent to the fact that Z should be a real field. This happens if and only if n = s = 2, and r= -l(m) (and, therefore, (3D) holds). Indeed, since e"£Z and Z is a real field, it follows that e, = -1, i.e., 5 = 2. Lemma 5 implies that w=5 = 2. If r^ -l(ra), since r2=l (m) it follows that r = l(rai) for some divisor mx of m. This implies that emi is left invariant under a, hence emi £Z. The latter is real. Consequently, mx = 2. But by (3D) r = -1 (2a).
The converse is readily verified. Furthermore, if w=5 = 2 and r=-l(ra), then a is the conjugation of Qm and one readily observes that 2Im,r is a quaternion algebra over the real field Z = %, hence, a division algebra. Summarizing the preceding results, we see that 2lm,r is a division algebra if and only if either (1) of Theorem (5) holds, or e, ^ Norm (Jq/Z, x) for every prime q\n. The latter is equivalent that for some finite prime p, e" ?± Norm (JqQP/ZQp, x"), and necessary and sufficient conditions for this are, by the preceding result, that p\m, q\np, and (q, (ps' -l)/s)=l if p^2. In the other case p=q = 2 of (3D) holds and then we must have m -im', where m' and 8' are odd integers, which completes the proof of Theorem 5.
Lemma 10. In the conditions of Theorem 4, the integer 8' can be replaced by 8 = 8P, the minimal integer satisfying p5 =1 (mod mp~a).
Indeed, in all cases q\nP; hence since np/nP is an integer, q\np/y.p. Thus, the highest power of q dividing 8' = 8pnp/pp is the same as that dividing Sp. In our notation this is stated in the form j3(g, 8') =$ (q, 8) . Clearly this implies that in (b) of Theorem 4, 8' can be replaced by 8 since this condition is equivalent to /3(2, 8') =|8 (2, 8) =0. To prove the lemma for condition (a) of the preceding theorem, we note first that by Lemma 6 it follows that g| p -1, i.e., P(q, p -1) = 1. Hence, if the conditions of case (1) of Lemma 7 holds, we obtain that fi(q, ps' -l)=r3(q, p -l)+P(q, 8'). Thus, the latter is equal to P(q, p-l)+p(q, pt-l)=f3(q, ps-l). This proves that i3(q, p*'-l)=i3(q, pi -1). A similar proof obtained by using the second case of Lemma 7 yields together with the preceding result that)3(g, p8' -1) =fi(q, ps-l) always holds. Hence:
Condition (a) of Theorem 4 is equivalent to B(q, (ps' -l)/s)=0, which now holds if and only if 8(q, (ps -l)/s) =0. In other words this means replacing 5' by 5.
For further applications we state the last condition in another form. It was already observed that (a) of Theorem 4 is equivalent to the fact that 0=B(q, (ps-l)/s) =B(q, ps-l)-B(q, s). Now if pj*2, it follows by Lemma 6
that we can apply Lemma 7 to compute 8(q, ps -l). Thus, we obtain by the two parts of Lemma 7 that condition (a) of Theorem 4 is equivalent to one of the following conditions: In order to obtain a more applicable condition than these we wish to compute 8(q, 8) . is by definition the minimal integer satisfying pyi=l (mod pi). Hence, one readily verifies that yt =7$J* for some integer X,. Since q^pi, the highest power of q dividing 7,-is a divisor of 7*. Thus B(q, yt) =B (q, 7,) . This yields that:
( Recall that 70 is by definition the minimal integer for which />7o = l (mod qe). Since p7*2, it follows by Lemma 6 that q\p-l. Hence applying Lemma 7, it follows that if p = l (mod 4) org^2 then 8(q, pi*-l) =B(q, p -1) +B(q, 7o). Thus one readily verifies that 7o = <z\ where \=8(q, y0) has to be chosen as the minimal integer satisfying \+8(q, p -1) ^/3. Since 8=B (q, m) it follows that X = Max {0, 8(q, m)~8(q, p-1)} which proves (IIL). The The last preparatory remark we need is the fact that:
(IV) If q\np and p?±2 then 0(q, m) =0(q, s).
Indeed by Lemma 6 it follows that if q = 2 then (3C) holds and, therefore, (n, 0=1; hence the highest power of 2 dividing m = st must divide 5 since 2\n and (n, t)=l implies 2\t. If qj*2 then the same argument holds since (n, t) = 1 or 2.
With these results we are in position to prove: Theorem 5. A necessary and sufficient condition that 2lm,r is a division algebra is that (3C) or (3D) holds and either:
(1) n=s = 2 and r= -1 (mod m) or, (2, 8) but the latter is = 2 since i = 1. Thus, this condition includes a contradiction. Hence noting that 8(2, s) 2 means that 5=0 (mod 4) and 8(2, s) = 1 means that s^O (mod 4), (a) and (8) prove that (2b) is equivalent to (I2).
The equivalency of (2c) and (b) of Theorem 4 follows from the fact that since p=q = 2 one has not to consider 70, and 8 is odd means that 8 (2, 8) =0 which is equivalent by (II) to the condition that all 8(2, 7,)=0, i.e., all 7/ are odd integers. This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.
In order to construct groups of odd order which can be embedded in division rings we have to find odd integers m, n, s, r, t satisfying (3A), (3C) and which are subjected to condition (2a), since then the group Gm,r and the algebra 2Im,r satisfy Theorems 3 and 5. The following is a method of finding such numbers: we choose t= p a prime not of the form 1 + 2* and n = q any odd prime factor of p -1. Then we set s = qx where ~K=8(q, p -1), i.e., s is the highest power of q dividing p -1. Thus, by definition, 8(q, p -l)=B(q, s).
Hence m=st = qxp. Note that since no y; are to be considered, condition (2a) is valid and evidently (3C) holds. To complete the proof it suffices to exhibit a number r for which s = (r -1, m) and such that r is an wth primitive root modulo m. Since n = q\p -l, there exists a primitive root modulo p. Now the set of all elements of the form 1 +sx, where x ranges over the numbers 0, 1, • • • , p -1, range over all different classes modulo p; hence, for some x, the number l+sx = r is a primitive nth root modulo p. Since r = l (mod s) it follows that r is also a primitive wth root modulo m =sp. By definition of r and 5, one readily verifies that s = (r -1, m) = (sx, sp) =s(x, p). Thus, the existence of an infinite number of primes not of the form 1+2* yields an infinite number of groups of odd order which can be embedded in division rings.
It follows readily, by (3A), that a group Gm,r of minimal odd order which can be embedded in a division ring may be obtained by taking s = q, t=p two odd primes. Since we must have n = q (for w| s) and by Lemma 6 it follows necessarily that since q\np, q\p -1. The minimal possible primes are q = 3 and £ = 7 = 1+3-2. In this case we obtain 8(3, 3) =8(3, 7-1) =1. Hence condition (2a) of Theorem 5 is valid. Furthermore, the present example of the numbers 3 and 7 falls under the class of the numbers chosen above to construct groups of odd order which are subgroups of division rings, hence the minimal order thus obtained is w« = 7-3-3 = 63. Following the method suggested above one finds that r can have only the values 16 and 4 but it is not hard to show that Gn,i=G2iiU (here m = 7-3). This proves that the S. A. AMITSUR [November minimal group is uniquely determined up to isomorphism. This completes the proof of Theorem 6. There are an infinite number of groups of odd order which can be embedded in division rings and the group with this property which is of minimal order is uniquely determined and it is of order 63.
5. The various types. The following different types of groups will be shown to contain the groups which can be embedded in division rings.
(5A) Cyclic groups.
(5B) D-groups. This class contains the set of all groups Gm,r which are not cyclic. Important examples of this class is the quaternion group ©* = { +1, +i, +j, + k} of order 8 and more generally the binary dihedral group £)* (see [9, §6.1, p. 138] ), which are closely related with the dihedral subgroup of order 2m oi the three dimensional orthogonal group Oi.
(5C) T-groups. The simplest group of this type is the binary tetrahedral group X* oi order 24 (see [9, §6.2, p. 139] ). This group X* contains as a 2-Sylow subgroup the quaternion group and an additional element of order 3. Namely: X*={P, Q, R} where the elements £, Q, R satisfy the relations:
(TO P*=l; P2 = Q2; PQP-^Q-1, (T2) RPR-1 = Q; RQR-1 = PQ, (Ts) R3 = l. The element E2 of X* generates the center of X* and X*/(P2) is isomorphic with the tetrahedral group. Actually, X* can be uniquely determined by this property (see Z12).
By a general T-group we mean a group GT=X* XGm,r, where Gm,T is either cyclic (i.e. r = 1) of order prime to 6, or a P-group of order prime to 6. (5D) O-groups. The simplest group of this type is the binary octahedral group O* (see [9, §6.3, p. 140] ). £)* is of order 48, its center is group of order 2 and £)* modulo the center is isomorphic with the octahedral group. £)* has a 2-Sylow subgroup of order 16 generated by T, Q satisfying:
(Oi) I* = 1; r4 = Q2; QTQr1 = T-1 and another generator R satisfying among others the relation R3 -1. Furthermore, { T2, Q, R} is isomorphic with X*.
By a general O-group we mean a group G0=£)*XGm,r, where Gm,r is a cyclic group or a D-group of order prime to 6.
(5E) I-groups. The basic group of this type is the binary icosahedral group 3* of order 120 (see [9, §6.4, p. 140] ). This group contains a center of order 2 and 3* modulo this center is isomorphic with the icosahedral group. By Z12, it follows that $*^M (2, 5) , where M(2, 5) denotes the homogeneous modular group modulo 5. 3* contains a subgroup isomorphic with X* of index 5.
By an I-group we shall mean a group G^3*XGm,r where Gm,r is either cyclic or a 7>-group and its order is relatively prime to 120. We turn to the possible embeddings of the groups of the preceding types in division rings.
Lemma 11. If the quaternion group 0*C$* then V(£l*) =(Q(i), j, -1) = 2I2 the quaternion algebra over the rational field Q.
As was pointed out Q* is a £4,3 group, hence this lemma is a special case of Lemma 3.
Lemma 12. If GClft* contains a group G0= {P, Q, R} where the generator P, Q, R satisfy (Tx) and (T2) and instead of (T3): R*9 = l, 8^1. Then 8 = 1, i.e. G0=3*. Furthermore, V(G0) is isomorphic with the quaternion algebra 212 over the rationals and R=-(l+P+Q+PQ)/2 in ft*.
Since Gi= {P, Q} is a quaternion group, it follows by the preceding lemma that V(Gi) is the quaternion algebra over Q. One readily verifies by the proof of Lemma 4 that 1, P, Q, PQ are a Q-hase of V(&). Since P* = l, (P2-l) •(P2+1)=0 in 7C*. HenceP2=-l,and thusP-^-P. Similarly Qr1 =-Q, and, therefore, PQ=-QP.
Let D= -(l+P+Q+PQ)/2. A straightforward computation shows that D3 = l and DP = QD, DQ = (PQ)D. Put C = RD~1 Cft*. Then, in view of (T2) C commutes with P and Q. Hence, G0Q%2®Q(C) Qft*. Now R = CD, C and D commute; hence R3 = C3D3 = C3. Since 7^ = 1 it follows that C30 = l. If Ct^I, Q(C) contains a primitive 3rd root of unity w (which is a power of C). But then fi2®Q(u)Qft* contains zero divisor, since 0 = Z>3-1=(7>-1) (7) order 24: G2={r8=l, T* = Q2, QTQr1=T-1) and an element R of order 3" satisfying RT2Rr1 = Q, RQRr1 = T2Q, then 0 = 1 and {R, T, ()}=£>*.
For by the proof of Lemma 5, R=-(l + T2+Q+T2Q)/2 and by the proof of the previous lemma T= + (l + T2)/2112. Thus the relation between E2, Q completely determine the group {R, T, Q). One readily shows that in the quaternion algebra over the reals the element -(l+i+j+k)/2, (l+i)/2112, j generate a group isomorphic with £)*. Clearly this group is isomorphic with \R,T,Q); hence {R, T, Q}^D*.
We turn now to the more complicated group 3*.
where 2I2 denotes the quaternions over the rationals.
First we observe that the real subfield of Q.(tb)=Q,s is (?(51/2). Put e = e6. The elements/, ix = (l/51'2)(<:2-£3) + (l/S1i2)(e-e*)j of 2Tio.-i form a basis of a quaternion subalgebra 2I2 of 2lio,-i. This follows by a straightforward computation using the fact that je/-1 = e-1. Now (2Iio,-i:(?) =8 and 51/2 belongs to the center, hence one readily shows that 1, ii, j, iij, 51/2, ii51/2, /51'2, iijS112 constitute a base of .4io,-i over Q. Consequently 2Iio.-i=2l2 cSx2(51'2). The group 3* has generators P, Q with relations: P2 = Q3 = (PQ)b, E4 = l. (See Z16 or [9, p. 140] ). In $*, P4 = l implies, as was seen before, P2= -1.
Put R=-Q=P2Q = Q\ S=-PQ = PQi. Then E3 = l, Sb = l, (SR~1)2=-1. This yields in $* the relations E2+E+l =0; 54+53 + 5,2 + 5-|-l =0; SR-1 = -RS~1 or equivalently since Sr1=-R-1, -S(R+1) = -RS-1 which yields: SR = RS~1 -S. 3* is already generated by -1, R, S; hence the preceding relation shows that V($*) =Q+SQ+S2Q+S3Q+RQ+RSQ+RS2Q +RS3Q. Thus CU(3*):<?) = 8. On the other hand, TJ(3*) is a central simple algebra over Q, hence it is of degree u2r, where r is the degree of its center over Q. Consequently «2r_8. Note that since 3* is not abelian, «>1; hence m = 2. TJ(3*)DQ(S)^& which is a field of degree 4. Hence 4|wr. This immediately yields that w = 2, r = 2. Consequently, w2r = 8 and, therefore, (1^(3*):(?) =8. This proves more: the field Q(S), which is of degree 4, must contain the center of c7(3*) which is of degree 2. Qt=Q(S) is cyclic over Q and its only subfield of degree 2 is its real subfield which is isomorphic with G;(51/2). Hence, the center of 1^(3*) is isomorphic with Q(5112). The algebra 1J(3*) contains a quaternion algebra 2I2 over the rationals, since 3* contains a quaternion group and from the fact that 51/2 belongs to the center of TJ(3*) one deduces as above that 1J(3*)^2I2®(3(51/2). Consequently, v($*)^nt,-i£!&i0,-i.
This also can be obtained by using the fact that 3*=-^ (2, 5) . The latter contains the matrices (7) Note that Q(«i) =Q(«io), and therefore SIio.-i = St»,_i-5'<o :!> Mo D satisfying S\° = l, P\ = l, Pi5iPr1=5f1, P? = Sf. Namely, Pi, Si generate a group Gio.-i. Hence by Theorem 3a: 2Iio,-i^Wi, 5i)CTJ(3*). Since 2lio,-i = 2I6,--i is also of degree 8 over Q, TJ(3f*)^2I6,-i.
The converse of the last lemmas is also true. That is: the group X* is in fact a subgroup of the quaternions 21.2 over the rationals, i.e. the element (i,j, -(l+i+j+k)/2) generates a group (isomorphic with) X*. The group £>* is a subgroup of 2i8,-i=2l2®(?(21/2), for a group £>* is generated by {i,j, -(l+i+j+k)/2, (l+j)/21/2}.The group 3* is contained in 2L,-i:=2l2®(?(5l/2). Namely, the elements (e,j,ii) generate a group 3*. This can be readily shown by noting that the elements -e, p = (l+t'i+/+iij)/2 satisfy the relations ( -e)10=l, p2 = ( -e)6 = (-pe)2=-l. A simple proof for the latter is obtained by showing that trace p= -1, trace (pe) =0 and since Norm p = Norm pe = l, p satisfies p2-p + 1 =0 and pe satisfies (pe)2 + l =0. With these remarks we are ready to show: Theorem 6a. A T-group Gr = X*XGm,r can be embedded in a division ring if and only if 2l4m,ri is a division algebra where n is a number satisfying ri = r (mod m), rx= -1 (mod 4); and then 1J(Gr) = 2l2®Q2Im,r=2l4m,r1, and the latter is of order (2n)2 over its center.
Theorem
6b. An O-group, Go = 0*XGm,r can be embedded in a division ring if and only if 2l8,-i®Q2lm,r=2(sm,r1 is a division algebra, where rx = r (mod m), ri= -1 (mod 8); and then V(G0){=Asmiri and the latter is of order (2w)2 over its center.
Theorem 6c. An I-group Go = 3* XGm,r can be embedded in a division ring if and only if 2Iiom,r1=2tio,-i®o2Im,r is a division ring, where ri=-1(10), rx=r(m); and then V(Gi)=Aiom.n and the latter is of order (2n)2 over its center.
We remark that all the Kronecker products mentioned above are products over Q.
To prove our results we need a result on Kronecker products. Let 21 be an algebra over a commutative ring Z(8) possessing the unit of A and let 93 be an algebra over a subring T of Z, then: (*)2l<g>'z(23c3>rZ) = 2l(8>r93. This isomorphism is clearly obtained by mapping a®(b®z)-*az®b. We apply this result iteratively to the following situation: 21 be a Zi algebra and 23 be a Z2-algebra and Z\, Z2 are 2>algebras. Put Zi®tZ2 = Z, then we show that (**)(2I®ZlZ) <g>z(23®z2Z)^2IcE>r23. Indeed, applying (*) to the left-hand side we obtain that the latter is isomorphic with (2l®z1Z)<8>z233. Now apply (*) to 2Icg>z1Z=2t®z1(Z1®rZ2/) = 2I<g)rZ2. Applying again (*) to (2t<g>rZ2)®Z293 (8) Assuming az=za, z£Z, aCA.
after interchanging the factors yields that the latter is isomorphic with A®TB. If Zi, Z2 are fields linearly disjoint over a subfield T, then Z = Zi®tZ2 is isomorphic with the composition field ZXZ2. We shall apply this to the case 21 which is a central simple algebra over Zi and 93 a central simple algebra over Z% and T=Q. Then 2l<8>z1Z=2tz and 93<8>z2Z = 93z simply means the algebras obtained from 21 and 93 respectively by extending their center to Z. Thus 2I<S>q93 = 21z®z93z. The latter is well known to be also central simple; hence 2I®q93, in this case, is also simple. The remarks stated before these theorems clearly prove that if 2I2®2Im,r is a division algebra then it contains the group X*XGm.r, and similarly for the other types. The rest of the proof of these parts of the theorem will follow immediately by the following lemma:
Lemma 15. If (mi, tn2) = (nx, n2) = l, where %i are given by (3A), then 2tmi,r1®o2Imj,r,= 2lm,r with m=mxm2 and r = r{ (mod mi). Furthermore, the numbers s, n, t defined by (3A) are n=nxn2, 5=5is2 and t = txt2.
As in the preceding proof, one readily verifies that (mx, m2) implies that the centers of 2lm,-,r,(C(^mi) are linearly disjoint over Q, hence the product considered is a simple algebra. The isomorphism of the lemma is readily seen to be obtained by the mapping: emi®em2->€mimj£(^m and <rri®crr2->ar. Since (tii, n2)=l it follows readily that <rr is an automorphism of order n=nxn2.
The fact that t = txt2 will follow immediately by showing that 5 =5i52. To prove this, note that since r -1 = r; -1 (mod mi) and 5, = (r,-1, mt) it follows that Si\ 5 = (r -1, m); hence 5i52| 5. On the other hand, clearly, 5 = s'xs'2 where 54'| ra,-. Hence, since r,-l=r -1 (mod mi) it follows that 5j|(r,-1, ra,)=5,-. This shows that 5=5i52|5i52. Consequently 5=5i52. q.e.d.
To complete the proof of the three parts of Theorem 6 it remains now to verify that the algebras considered there satisfy the requirements of the last lemma. This is readily achieved and in particular one observes that wi = 2 and «2 is an odd integer. Furthermore, in the first two cases the numbers ob-gained satisfy (3D) and in the last case they satisfy (3C).
6. The classification.
Lemma 16. Let GQK*. G^Gm,r if and only if G is either of type (2A) or contains a subgroup Gi of type (2A) which is of index 2 in G.
If G is isomorphic with Gm,T, then since G is either of type (2A) or (2B) it follows by Lemmas 1 and 2 that either (n, t)=lor (n, t) = 2. In the first case G is of type (2A) and in the second case, in view of Lemma 2, one can show that \B"12, A} =Gi generates a group of type (2A) and of index 2 in G.
Conversely, if G is of type (2A) it follows by Lemma 1 that G=Gmj. Let G be not of type (2A) but containing Gi which is of type (2A) If (6B) holds we distinguish between two cases: (1) w is odd, (2) w is even. Let w be odd, then the quotient G/{A} is an abelian group of order 2w or 4«, since, by (6B), RBR^B'1 = B1-1 =A'^-»'nC {A }. Since w is odd, this quotient is, clearly, a cyclic group, hence Lemma 3 implies that G==Gm,r. Let n be even. As in previous proofs (of Lemma 5) we obtain P2= -1. Thus, in particular, it follows that R2 belongs to the center of G. Let Vi = V(Gi)Qft*.
Since Gi is normal in G, the inner automorphism: X-^RXR'1 oi ft* induces an automorphism p of order 2 in IV It follows by Theorem 3 that Vi is a central simple algebra of order «2 over its center Zi, from this we assert that p must be inner in IA. If p were an outer automorphism, then it follows by [7, Theorem 4 ] that <Ui = 2Ii(E)Zi where p is an automorphism of Zi with the invariant subfield £i and 2li is a division algebra of order n2 over /ji, invariant under p. The elements of V(G)=V have the form a+bR, a, 6£Ui, and consider the algebra 2ti®(Zi, p, -1) = V, whose elements are readily seen to be of the form a + bp, a, c>£2IiCS>Zi. One readily verifies that the mapping a+bp->a+bR determines a homomorphism of V onto V. Since the first is simple and 1)5*0, this mapping is actually an isomorphism.
Consequently, 1J=2li<g>(Zi, p, -1) is a division algebra of order (2w)2 over £i. Since w is even (Zi, p, -l)n is a matrix algebra; hence fUn = 2f?<g>(Zi, p, -l)n is also a matrix algebra. This is impossible, since by the Hasse-Brauer-Noether theorem (e.g. [5, Satz 7, p. 119] ) the index of division algebras (2« in our case) over algebraic number fields is equal to their exponent (^n in our case).
Thus p is inner in 1^. Let RdVx be the element which induces p. By the proof of Lemma 4 it follows that R= Y2-o a,B', a,dQ(A). Hence, (6B) yields that (Y"-l a,B')A=Al( Y"-l a,B'). This implies, in view of (3B), that a,A"" = a,Al. Hence, a, = 0 unless r" = l(m). Since Rt^O, r" = l(m) for some Q^v<n -1. The facts that /2 = l(ra) and that r generates a cyclic group of order n mod ra imply that either v = 0 or v = n/2.
If »/ = 0, then it follows that l = l(m). Thus (5A) implies that A and R li v=n/2 put Q = RB". Then by (6B) it follows that Q and A commute and as this implies that N= {Q, A } is cyclic. N is normal in G, for B-1RB"B = B-1RB-B"=A«-'~1)ln(RB')dN.
The rest follows as in the previous case.
This concludes the proof of the lemma. The groups of odd order always satisfy the preceding lemma, hence: By Theorem 2, it follows that if GC®*, G satisfies the conditions of Z7.
We follow the four different possible types of groups as given in the proof of Z7. If G is either of type (2A) or contains a subgroup Gx of type 2A of index 2 ( §1 and §2 of [8, p. 203] ) then by the previous lemma it follows that either G is cyclic or a P-group. The other possible cases, in view of §3, §4 of the proof of Z7 [8, pp. 203-204] Consider first the case (6C). Since (G:G3) =3, we may assume that G/G3 is generated by a coset EG3 where E3" = 1. The groups S2 and G2 are characteristic subgroups of G3, since S2 is the only 2-Sylow subgroup of G3 and G2 is characterized as the set of elements of G3 which commute with the elements of S2. Hence, RS2R~1 = S2 and EG2E_1 = G2. If the inner automorphism X-tRXR-1 of G induces the identity in S2, then {R, P, G2} will then generate a group Gi of type (2A) and of index 2 in G, which is impossible since G is assumed not to be of the previous cases. Now the only automorphisms of odd order of the quaternion group are a, a2 where cr: P->Q, Q-^PQ. Without loss of generality we may assume that R induces a. Hence, by Lemma 5, /3 = 1 and R=-(l+P+Q+PQ)/2. This in turn yields that the elements of G2 which commute with P and Q commute also with R, hence G = {P, Q, R} X G2. As was mentioned before G2 is of odd order. Furthermore, the order of G2 is prime to 3, otherwise R and the 3-Sylow subgroup of G2 would generate an abelian non cyclic subgroup of G which is impossible. This proves that G is a P-group. Let (6D) hold. Then (G:G') =2 and G' is by the preceding case a P-group, i.e. G' = X*XGm,r and T*={P, Q, R} satisfying (Ti)-(Tt).
Furthermore, Gm,r is of odd order. Let P£G, TC.G' and P2T = 1. Then T2 belongs to the unique 2-Sylow subgroup of G', i.e. to {P, Q}. This readily implies, in view of the fact that G must be a group of type (2B), that 7 = 3, i.e. P8 = l. By a suitable change of the symbols P, Q or PQ if necessary, and replacing R by R2 (if necessary), we can thus obtain that T, P, Q and R will satisfy Corollary 1. Hence, this corollary implies that { T, Q, R} = { T, X*} =£)*. To prove that G=0*XGn,r it suffices to show that T commutes with Gm,r. Clearly X* is a characteristic group of G', and Gm,rcan be characterized as the set of elements which commute with P and Q, hence Gm>r is also a characteristic subgroup of G'. Thus TGm,rT~1 = Gm,T. This implies that the mapping r: X-*TXT~l induces an automorphism of V(Gm,T). Ii r is inner in U(Gm,r) it must be identity. Since, then r is induced by an element T and 72=X£Zm,r the center of V(Gmtr). t is the identity if X1,2£Zm,r. If it were not then Zm,r(X1/2) is an extension of order 2 of Zm,r contained in the algebra 1)(Gm,r), which is, by Theorem 3, a division algebra of order w2 over Zm,r. Hence 2|w (e.g. [l, Theorem IV, 21, p. 60], which is impossible since Gm,r is of odd order. If r is not inner in V(Gm,r) it cannot leave the center of V(Gm,r) invariant ( [7, Theorem 4]). On the other hand, by Theorem 6b, V(T*XGmT)^%imjl and, therefore, it is a division algebra of order (2w)2 over its center. Furthermore t: X^>TXT~y induces an automorphism of V(T* XGm,r); hence one proves in a similar way to the proof of the second case (6B) (n even) of Lemma 6 that t must be inner. Thus r leaves the center of this algebra and, therefore, of 1)(Gmtr) invariant. This is a contradiction and the proof is thus completed.
Lemma 18. The non solvable subgroups of division algebras are I-groups.
Indeed, in view of Theorem 1, Z16 can be applied to these groups. Hence, if GQft* is not solvable, either G^$*XGm,T^M (2, 5) XGm,r where the order of Gm,r is relatively prime to 120, or G has a subgroup Gi oi this type and (G:Gi)=2. In the first case, G is an 7-group by definition and we now show that the existence of the second case leads to a contradiction.
Let Gi = S*XGm,r and (G:Gi) = 2. Then the 2-Sylow subgroup of G is of order 16, hence by (2B) it follows that there exists an element T0CG of order 8. This readily implies thatP0 = Po£S* and P0is an element of order 4. Since all elements of order 4 of 3* are conjugates (which follows by the existence of an element E£3* satisfying (E2)), in particular conjugate with E0, it follows that for any E£3* of order 4 there exists a ££G such that £2 = E and clearly E£Gi. Now, £3T_1=3* since 3* contains and it is generated by all Sylow subgroups of Gi belonging to the primes 2, 3, 5. Hence the mapping:
X^TXT - (3) A T-group X*XGm>r where Gm,r is either cyclic of order m, or of the preceding type, and in both cases, for all primes p\m the minimal integer yp satisfying 2^ = l(p) is odd(»).
(4) The groups £)*, 3*.
In view of Lemmas 16, 17 and Theorem 4, it remains only to prove that every E-group satisfying the requirement of the preceding theorem satisfies (3) and the only O-group and /-groups satisfying our requirements are O* and 3*.
We start with the O-groups. Let Gp be a cyclic group of prime order p, (p, 6) = 1. Consider the group G = D*XGP. By Theorem 6b it follows that G can be embedded in a division ring if and only if 2l8P,r is a division algebra when r=-1 (8) and r=l(p). Thus the numbers satisfying (3A) are n = 2, 5 = 2, i = 4p and ra = 8p. Applying Theorem 4 (or 5) to this case we see that (2b) never holds. In view of Lemma 6 it follows that if for g| n = 2 there exists (') This is equivalent to saying that 2 is a root of one of odd order mod m. a prime p so that q\np then we must have q=p = 2 and (3D) holds. But here we have m/4 = 0 (mod 2) which contradicts (2c) of Theorem 5. Consequently, the required algebra 2Up,r is not a division algebra, and clearly this implies that 0-groups £>*XGm,r where the latter is not the identity cannot be embedded in division algebra. D* can be embedded, by the remarks preceding Theorem 6a.
Applying again Theorem 6c and Theorem 5 we wish to show that a group 3*XC7P, (p, 120) =1, cannot be embedded in a division ring. Indeed, by Theorem 6c this is equivalent to proving that 2Iioj>,r is not a division ring, where m = 10p, r=-1(10) and r = l(p). The numbers satisfying (3A) will
